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Brand Name: Buck Knives Model Name: Folding Pursuit, Large 

Model Number: 0659GRS Retail: $75.00   

 

A multi-purpose alternative to traditional hunting knives, the Pursuit Series fills the need 

for a mid-range hunting knife designed for the beginner to the experienced hunter. Added 

detail was put into the design creating a comfortable, non-slip profile and strong lockback, 
dependable 420HC Steel, drop-point blades. Glass filled nylon/Versaflex handle and a 

polyester sheath. Blade length is 3.625" and weighs 3.6 oz. Knife made in USA. Sheath is 
imported. Forever warranty. 

 Brand Name:  Buck Knives Model Name: Folding Pursuit Pro - Large 

Model Number: 0659ORS Retail: $125.00   

 

This knife combines a highly visible, sure grip handle with Buck's high end S35VN steel that 
provides the same edge retention as S30V steel, but its properties allow it to resharpen 

easier, making it a great choice for skinning multiple animals with the option of field 
sharpening when necessary. Easily opens with 1-hand using the thumbstuds. Blade is 

secured with a lockback mechanism and the comfortable, contoured handle reduces hand 

fatigue Includes a heavy-duty nylon sheath with a belt look. Measures 5" when closed. 
Made in the USA. Forever warranty. 

Brand Name: Buck Knives Model Name: Folding Pursuit - Large - Guthook 

Model Number: 0660GRG Retail: $80.00   

 

This knife combines a highly visible, sure grip handle with Buck's high end S35VN steel that 
provides the same edge retention as S30V steel, but its properties allow it to resharpen 

easier, making it a great choice for skinning multiple animals with the option of field 

sharpening when necessary. Easily opens with 1-hand using the thumbstuds. Blade is 
secured with a lockback mechanism and the comfortable, contoured handle reduces hand 

fatigue Includes a heavy-duty nylon sheath with a belt look. Measures 5" when closed. 
Made in the USA. Forever warranty. 

Brand Name: Buck Knives Model Name: Folding Pursuit Pro - Large - Guthook 

Model Number: 0660ORG Retail: $130.00   

 

Combines a highly visible, sure grip handle with Buck's high end S35VN steel that provides 

the same edge retention as S30V steel, but its properties allow it to resharpen easier, 
making it a great choice for skinning multiple animals with the option of field sharpening 

when necessary. Easily opens with 1-hand using the thumbstuds. Blade is secured with a 
lockback mechanism and has a comfortable, contoured handle. Includes a heavy-duty 

nylon sheath with a belt hook. Measures 5" when closed and has a guthook. Made in the 

USA. Forever warranty. 
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Brand Name: Buck Knives Model Name: Folding Pursuit - Small 
Model Number: 0661GRS Retail: $65.00   

 

A multi-purpose alternative to traditional hunting knives, the Pursuit Series fills the need 

for a mid-range hunting knife designed for the beginner to the experienced hunter. Added 
detail was put into the design creating a comfortable, non-slip profile and strong lockback, 

dependable 420HC Steel, drop-point blades. Glass filled nylon/Versaflex handle and a 
polyester sheath. Blade length is 3" and weighs 2.5 oz. Knife made in USA. Sheath is 

imported. Forever warranty. 

 Brand Name:  Buck Knives Model Name: Folding Pursuit Pro - Small 
Model Number: 0661ORS Retail: $105.00   

 

Combines a highly visible, sure grip handle with Buck's high end S35VN steel that provides 

the same edge retention as S30V steel, but its properties allow it to resharpen easier, 
making it a great choice for skinning multiple animals with the option of field sharpening 

when necessary. Easily opens with 1-hand using the thumbstuds. 3" Blade is secured with 

a lockback mechanism and the comfortable, contoured handle reduces hand fatigue. 
3.625" closed. 2.5 oz.  Includes a heavy-duty nylon sheath with a belt look. Made in the 

USA. Forever warranty. 

Brand Name: Buck Knives Model Name: Selkirk Knife with Fire Starter 
Model Number: 0863BRS Retail: $93.00   

 

This multifunctional survival knife has added features to enhance survival when it matters 

most. In addition to the 420HC steel blade, the Selkirk features a micarta handle with steel 
bolsters (rear bolster can be used as an improvised hammer) and a heavy-duty belt sheath 

that can be configured for horizontal or vertical carry. Overall length 9.5". Blade length 
4.625". Made in the USA. Forever warranty. 

Brand Name: Buck Knives Model Name: Compadre Axe® 

Model Number: 106BRS1 Retail: $160.00   

 

Designed for rugged, outdoor use, the Compadre Camp Axe is forward weighted to make 
chopping easier. The full tang 5160 spring steel goes throughout the entire 12-3/4" axe, 

giving it excellent shock absorption and strength you can rely on. the 3" cutting edge 
excels at chopping but also works well for detailed work. The Cerakote Cobalt coating adds 

durability and corrosion resistance. The ergonomic handle features natural canvas Micarta 

that provides superior grip. Includes a USA made black, genuine leather sheath with 
stainless steel attachment ring. 
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Brand Name: Buck Knives Model Name: Compadre Froe® 
Model Number: 108BRS1 Retail: $195.00   

 

The froe is designed for clearing, heavy chopping, splitting and batoning. The full tang 
5160 spring steel goes throughout the entire 16-3/4" froe, giving it excellent shock 

absorption and strength you can rely on. The 9-1/2" cutting edge excels at chopping but 
also works well for detailed work. Cerakote Cobalt coating adds durability and corrosion 

resistance. The ergonomic handle features natural canvas Micarta that provides superior 

grip. It includes a USA made, black, genuine leather sheath with a stainless steel 
attachment ring. Made in the USA. 

 Brand Name:  Buck Knives Model Name: Folding Hunter® 
Model Number: 110 Retail: $82.00   

 

Introduced decades ago, this knife is still as popular and efficient as they day it was born. 

It is an American icon in hunting. It's 3-3/4" clip blade is made of 420HC steel. The knife 
measures 4-7/8" closed and weighs 7.2 oz. The handle is made of Macassar Ebony 

Dymondwood and the sheath of genuine leather. Lifetime warranty. USA made 

Brand Name: Buck Knives Model Name: Ranger® 
Model Number: 112 Retail: $80.00   

 

A Hunting knife that features a handle of natural wood grain w/ solid brass bolsters & liner 

forged in 1 pc. Positive lock-open action. Includes black leather sheath. Closed length 4-
1/4". Has 3" clip blade. A smaller version of the Folding Hunter. Lifetime warranty. USA 

made 

Brand Name: Buck Knives Model Name: Special® - black 

Model Number: 119 Retail: $96.00   

 

The Special Sheath Hunting Knife has a handle molded in an ebony phenolic impervious to 

heat, cold & shock. Trim & guard are of tempered durable & hard fiber. Doral butt for 

lightness/balance. Includes black leather sheath. 6" blade with blood groove. Lifetime 
warranty. USA made 
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Brand Name: Buck Knives Model Name: Silver Creek™ Fillet Knife 
Model Number: 223BLS Retail: $46.00   

 

This bait knife has a 6-3/8" titanium coated 420J2 steel, corrosion resistant blade. It 
measures 11-1/8" & weighs 5 oz. Handle has a thermoplastic base w/rubber overmold & 

stainless steel guard. Sheath is injection molded plastic w/belt clip. Lifetime warranty. 

 Brand Name:  Buck Knives Model Name: Silver Creek™ Large Fillet Knife 
Model Number: 225BLS Retail: $52.00   

 

This bait knife has a 9-5/8" titanium coated 420J2 steel, corrosion resistant blade. It 

measures 14-3/8" and weighs 5.3 oz. Handle has a thermoplastic base with rubber 
overmold and stainless steel guard. Sheath is injection molded plastic with belt clip. 

Lifetime warranty. 

Brand Name: Buck Knives Model Name: Bantam® BBW Black 
Model Number: 284BK Retail: $24.50   

 

The Bantam BBW is an easy-to-use, lightweight Everyday knife with one-hand deployment. 

It measures 3-3/4" closed and features a heavy-duty design, 420HC stainless steel 2-3/4" 
drop point blade, Edge 2x Technology, contoured glass reinforced nylon handle w/finger 

grooves, lanyard hole and lifetime warranty. USA made. 

Brand Name: Buck Knives Model Name: Bantam, Mossy Oak Break-up Country 

Model Number: 284CMS24 Retail: $30.50   

 

The Bantam has a mid lockback design and ridges at the top for added grip. This slick, 

lightweight knife features thumb studs on both sides of the blade for easy 1-hand opening 
and mid-lock back location for smooth closing. The textured, glass reinforced, nylon handle 

offers a firm and well-balanced grip. 3.75" closed and weighs 1.5 oz. Made in USA with 

imported parts. Forever warranty. 
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Brand Name: Buck Knives Model Name: Bantam® BBW Orange Camo 
Model Number: 284CMS9 Retail: $30.50   

 

The Bantam BBW is an easy-to-use, lightweight Everyday knife with one-hand deployment. 
It measures 3-3/4" closed and features a heavy-duty design, 420HC stainless steel 2-3/4" 

drop point blade, Edge 2x Technology, contoured glass reinforced nylon handle w/finger 
grooves, lanyard hole and lifetime warranty. USA made. 

 Brand Name:  Buck Knives Model Name: Bantam® BLW Black 
Model Number: 285BK Retail: $31.00   

 

The Bantam BLW is an easy-to-use, medium size, lightweight Everyday knife. It measures 

4-3/8" closed and weighs 2.4 oz. Features heavy-duty design, 420HC stainless steel 3-1/8" 
blade, 1-hand opening, contoured glass reinforced nylon handle w/finger grooves, lanyard 

hole and lifetime warranty. USA made. 

Brand Name: Buck Knives Model Name: Bantam® Mossy Oak Break-up County 
Model Number: 285CMS24 Retail: $35.50   

 

The Bantam has a mid lockback design and ridges at the top for added grip. This slick, 

lightweight knife features thumb studs on both sides of the blade for easy 1-hand opening 
and mid-lock back location for smooth closing. The textured, glass reinforced, nylon handle 

offers a firm and well-balanced grip. 4.625" closed and weighs 2.4 oz. Made in USA with 
imported parts. Forever warranty. 

Brand Name: Buck Knives Model Name: Bantam® BLW Orange Camo 

Model Number: 285CMS9 Retail: $35.50   

 

The Bantam BLW is an easy-to-use, medium size, lightweight Everyday knife. It measures 

4-3/8" closed and weighs 2.4 oz. Features heavy-duty design, 420HC stainless steel 3-1/8" 

blade, 1-hand opening, contoured glass reinforced nylon handle w/finger grooves, lanyard 
hole and lifetime warranty. USA made. 
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Brand Name: Buck Knives Model Name: Bantam® BHW Black 
Model Number: 286BK Retail: $35.50   

 

Easy handling, lightweight, mid-lockback design knife w/1-hand deployment. Features 
ridges at the top for added grip, 3-5/8" drop point 420HC steel blade that measure 5-1/8" 

closed and weighs 3.2 oz. The handle is Glass reinforced nylon and has a stainless steel 
removable clip. Lifetime warranty. USA made. 

 Brand Name:  Buck Knives Model Name: Buck Mossy Oak Break Up Country Camo 
Model Number: 286CMS24 Retail: $41.00   

 

The Bantam has a mid lockback design and ridges at the top for added grip. This slick, 
lightweight knife features thumb studs on both sides of the blade for easy 1-hand opening 

and mid-lock back location for smooth closing. The textured, glass reinforced, nylon handle 

offers a firm and well-balanced grip. 5.125" closed and weighs 3.2 oz. Made in USA with 
imported parts. Forever warranty. 

Brand Name: Buck Knives Model Name: Bantam® BHW Orange Camo 
Model Number: 286CMS9 Retail: $41.00   

 

Easy handling, lightweight, mid-lockback design knife w/1-hand deployment. Features 

ridges at the top for added grip, 3-5/8" drop point 420HC steel blade that measure 5-1/8" 
closed and weighs 3.2 oz. The handle is Glass reinforced nylon and has a stainless steel 

removable clip. Lifetime warranty. USA made. 

Brand Name: Buck Knives Model Name: Nobleman™ - stainless steel 

Model Number: 327 Retail: $39.50   

 

The Nobleman is a frame locking Everyday pocket knife w/elegant, contemporary styling. It 
has a tapered, 2-5/8" drop point, stainless steel, hardened blade w/advanced Edge2x 

technology. Features contoured, brushed, stainless steel handle w/finger groove. 
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Brand Name: Buck Knives Model Name: Solo 
Model Number: 379BRW Retail: $23.00   

 

This one-hand opening/closing pocket knife has a 420J2 steel clip blade. It measures 3" 
closed and weighs 0.9 oz. The woodgrain handle has nickel silver bolsters. Lifetime 

warranty. 

 Brand Name:  Buck Knives Model Name: Canoe 
Model Number: 389BRS Retail: $36.00   

 

A dual purpose knife w/spear blade w/a strong tip for piercing & a pen blade perfect for an 

all purpose blade-both made of 420J2 steel. Knife measures 3-5/8" closed & weights 2.7 

oz. It has a wood grain handle with nickel silver bolsters. Lifetime warranty. 

Brand Name: Buck Knives Model Name: Squire™ 
Model Number: 501 Retail: $81.00   

 

The Squire is a classically styled, wooded-sided, lockback SlimLine Everyday knife with a 2-
3/4" drop point blade. Features nickel silver liners and comes with a black leather sheath. 

Lifetime warranty. USA made 

Brand Name: Buck Knives Model Name: Redpoint® Black 

Model Number: 750BKX Retail: $46.50   

 

The Redpoint has a 2-3/4" drop point, partially serrated, 420HC steel blade. It measures 4-

3/8" closed, weighs 2.9 oz. and has an All-Weather Grip, thermoplastic handle w/rubber 

overmold & includes Utility Arch w/integrated bottle opener. 1-hand opening. Lifetime 
warranty. 
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Brand Name: Buck Knives Model Name: Selkirk Fire Starter 
Model Number: 837BKS Retail: $27.00   

 

Designed to help maximize survival  in rugged situations. From building fires to signaling 

for help, the FireStarter features helpful tools in a lightweight, easy to carry configuration. 
This 4-1/8" tool is made of 420 steel and weighs 1.3 oz. Features a striker notch, bottle 

opener, straight-bit screwdriver, 1/4" hex for driver bits and line tensioner. Includes 2-1/4" 

ferrocerium striker with integrated whistle. Lifetime warranty.  

 Brand Name:  Buck Knives Model Name: Your Best Compadre 
Model Number: PBK16029 Retail: $355.00   

 

Great for camping! The Compadre Camp Axe is forward weighted to make chopping easier. 

The full tang 5160 spring steel goes throughout the entire 12-3/4" axe. The froe is 
designed for clearing, heavy chopping, splitting and batoning. The full tang 5160 spring 

steel goes throughout the entire 16-3/4" froe. Both have a Cerakote Cobalt coating that 

adds durability and corrosion resistance. The ergonomic handles feature natural canvas 
Micarta that for superior grip. Each includes a USA made black, genuine leather sheath 

with stainless steel attachment ring. 

Brand Name: Sterling Sharpener Model Name: Knife Sharpener - Black 
Model Number: SS-BLCK Retail: $16.99   

 

The best,most compact knife sharpener on the market. It is 3" long and weighs just over 

1/2 oz. Can be carried on your key chain, in your pocket or tackle box. This sharpener is 
incredibly rugged, easy to use and it's Tungsten Carbide blades have a 20 degree edge and 

are of the highest quality available and will not wear down. Made in the USA. Perfect for: 
campers, hunters, anglers, boaters, government, fire & rescue, military or law 

enforcement. 

 Brand Name:  Sterling Sharpener Model Name: Knife Sharpener - Blue 
Model Number: SS-BLUE Retail: $16.99   

 

The best,most compact knife sharpener on the market. It is 3" long and weighs just over 
1/2 oz. Can be carried on your key chain, in your pocket or tackle box. This sharpener is 

incredibly rugged, easy to use and it's Tungsten Carbide blades have a 20 degree edge and 
are of the highest quality available and will not wear down. Made in the USA. Perfect for: 

campers, hunters, anglers, boaters, government, fire & rescue, military or law 
enforcement. 
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Brand Name: Sterling Sharpener Model Name: Knife Sharpener - Camo 

Model Number: SS-CAMO Retail: $16.99   

 

The best,most compact knife sharpener on the market. It is 3" long and weighs just over 

1/2 oz. Can be carried on your key chain, in your pocket or tackle box. This sharpener is 
incredibly rugged, easy to use and it's Tungsten Carbide blades have a 20 degree edge and 

are of the highest quality available and will not wear down. Made in the USA. Perfect for: 

campers, hunters, anglers, boaters, government, fire & rescue, military or law 
enforcement. 

Brand Name: Sterling Sharpener Model Name: Knife Sharpener - Camo A 

Model Number: SS-CAMO-A Retail: $16.99   

 

The best,most compact knife sharpener on the market. It is 3" long and weighs just over 

1/2 oz. Can be carried on your key chain, in your pocket or tackle box. This sharpener is 

incredibly rugged, easy to use and it's Tungsten Carbide blades have a 20 degree edge and 
are of the highest quality available and will not wear down. Made in the USA. Perfect for: 

campers, hunters, anglers, boaters, government, fire & rescue, military or law 
enforcement. 

 


